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Walden’s approach to research and engagement is intentionally multi-faceted. We pursue multiple strategies –
research, corporate dialogue, proxy voting, shareholder
resolutions and public policy advocacy – to address our
clients’ diverse environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) priorities. While we continue to address a
variety of topics such as water conservation, climate
change, indigenous rights, and corporate responses to the
Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA), we have
been concentrating recently on two broad areas of corporate responsibility – good governance and ESG transparency.

Chair. Given that the purpose of a board of directors is to
provide independent oversight of management, untangling
the two positions can help avoid potential conflicts of interest. Still, less than half of S&P 500 companies have a
separate and fully independent Chair. We wrote to 35
companies held in client portfolios urging a consideration
of this reform. To date, more than half have responded.
The most thoughtful companies acknowledged growing
support for an independent Chair and committed to consider the reform and hold board level discussions. Staples
asked for a meeting to explore this governance reform.

Encouraging Good Governance

ESG Transparency

Accountability on executive compensation remains front
and center in the news. The Corporate Library, a leading
independent corporate governance and executive compensation research firm, published in September the results of
its 2009 CEO Pay Survey of 2,700 publicly traded companies concluding: “Median total annual [CEO] compensation for the companies included in the study declined by
0.08 percent in 2008, suggesting that the link between
CEO pay and firm performance remains very weak.”

As sustainability or ESG reporting continues to take hold
among large, publicly traded companies, Walden and Pax
World Investments are leading a coalition of seven additional investment firms that are turning their attention to
the need for increased ESG disclosure within the small
stock universe. Collectively, we wrote to over 100 companies in the industrial, energy and utility sectors, with Walden taking the lead on 21 of them. Several companies in
Walden’s small cap portfolios have responded positively:
Genesee & Wyoming sought feedback on a new website
section Community and Environment, and preliminary communication with Carbo Ceramics and Wabtec has been
encouraging. Outside of this process, South Jersey Industries published a substantial first time Corporate Sustainability Report, following through on a commitment to Walden
that resulted in the withdrawal of our 2009 shareholder
resolution. Similarly, we have provided input on Mineral
Technologies’ Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report
2006-2008, another commendable first-time report.

Investor and congressional advocates seeking to provide
shareholders with an advisory vote on executive compensation, dubbed “Say on Pay,” continue to gain ground in
their quest to increase board accountability. Walden’s engagement bears this out. Microsoft announced that, beginning in November, shareholders will be able to cast a nonbinding advisory vote on senior executive compensation
every three years. Resolution co-leaders Walden and Calvert Group, along with our client co-sponsors, subsequently withdrew our Say on Pay proposal at the company,
although our preference is for annual accountability. At
its September annual meeting, General Mills announced
majority support (51%) for our Say on Pay resolution, later
assuring us that the Board would examine the governance
reform and report back. Hain Celestial, where our resolution had previously garnered strong majority backing, has
told us that it is adopting Say on Pay beginning with the
next annual proxy statement.
Walden has begun to advocate for another governance
best practice – separation of the roles of CEO and Board

Walden has joined other important industry collaborations advocating for greater ESG accountability. At the
invitation of a U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) Commissioner, a Working Group of the Social Investment Forum, including Walden, prepared a proposal
asking the SEC to mandate publication of Sustainability
(or Corporate Social Responsibility) reports. About 85
investors, representing over $500 billion in assets, supported the request. We also participated in a United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) initiative

asking companies to report on climate change mitigation
goals and activities by completing the Carbon Disclosure
Project questionnaire.

•

Other Research and Engagement Initiatives
Beyond corporate governance and ESG reporting, Walden
worked on a range of issues that are priority client concerns:
•

•

At ICCR we also met with Coca-Cola Co. on the
topic of water stewardship. Company officials explained how the firm calculates and monitors its water footprint, and described plans to focus on replenishment in water scarce areas.

•

Johnson Controls (JCI), the leading manufacturer of
lead acid automotive batteries, provided detailed and
encouraging responses to Walden’s questions about
its lead supply chain, releases of lead to air at smeltWe organized and led a mailing signed by a dozen
ers, and blood lead level moniinvestment firms and interCOMPANY HIGHLIGHTS
toring of employees and comested organizations to 75
companies recognized as Significant positive developments at companies held in many munities. Its battery plants
meet recently strengthened
leaders by the Human Rights client portfolios include:
Campaign for their inclu- Nike resigned its director position at the U.S. Chamber U.S. EPA standards for persive employment policies of Commerce over the trade association’s obstructionist missible lead in air, though
and practices, asking them position on climate change policy stating: “Nike believes states are not required to meet
to join other companies US businesses must advocate for aggressive climate the new regulation until 2017.
that support publicly the change legislation and that the United States needs to Blood lead levels of JCI emE m p l o y m e n t N o n - move rapidly into a sustainable economy to remain com- ployees worldwide continue to
decline, with all reportedly
D i s c r i m i n a t i o n A c t petitive and ensure continued economic growth.”
registering significantly below
(ENDA). ENDA, currently
PepsiCo recognized formally that access to water is a
making its way through the human right, a groundbreaking position as companies U.S. Occupational Safety and
U.S. Congress, explicitly increasingly address water scarcity. Consistent with Health Administration stanprohibits workplace dis- World Health Organization and United Nations princi- dards.
crimination based on sex- ples, PepsiCo’s statement on water addresses safety, sufMeeting with the SEC
ual orientation or gender ficiency, acceptability, physical accessibility and affordaWalden was among a dozen
identity. Responses are still bility.
investor proponents invited to
coming in, with four companies – Best Buy, Clorox, SYSCO, the leading U.S. food service distributor, an- a September meeting called by
Dell and KeyCorp – affirm- nounced a partnership with World Wildlife Fund to SEC’s Corporation Finance
develop a strategy for sourcing seafood in a sustainable division to discuss the agency’s
ing their public support of
manner. Their work together will focus initially on
role in issuing “No Action”
ENDA.
SYSCO’s top 10 seafood species.
letters, which, when granted,
Walden participated in a
allow companies to omit
September meeting with
shareholder proposals from ballots at annual shareholder
ConocoPhillips (COP) and investor members and
meetings. Along with representatives from the New York
affiliates of the Interfaith Center for Corporate ReCity and State Comptrollers offices, and labor and other
sponsibility (ICCR), as well as the human rights orinstitutional investors, Walden challenged the SEC pracganization Amazon Watch. COP responded thoughttice of endorsing No Action requests as “ordinary busifully to a variety of shareholder concerns, many focusness” when shareholder proposals address risk. The shareing on indigenous rights and energy development in
holder right to use the resolution process to address risks
Peru. COP has “…publicly pledged to all indigenous
associated with climate change would be a key example.
inhabitants in Peru to obtain complete understanding
The SEC appeared interested and open to considering
and agreement to our activities with all communities
changes, but the agency is not making any commitments
prior to conducting any and all operations.”
at this time.

The information contained herein has been prepared from sources and data we believe to
be reliable, but we make no guarantee as to its adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or completeness. We cannot and do not guarantee the suitability or profitability of any particular
investment. No information herein is intended as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell
or buy, or as a sponsorship of any company, security, or fund. Neither Walden nor any of
its contributors make any representations about the suitability of the information contained herein. Opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice.
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